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There is one spelling error in each sentence. Write the correct form of the word in the 

space provided. 

 

Lucy was only six years old, but bowl as a fairy. 

She had gone by herself a tousand times about  

the village, and often upon errands as much as  

two to three blocks in distance 

 

What had her perents to fear?     

The footpaths were all firm, and led to no places  

of danjer, nor are infants themselves incautious  

when alone in then pastimes.     

 
Lucy went singing into the low woods, and singing  

she reapeared on the open hillside.     

 
With her small hand on the rail, she glided along  

the wooden bridge, or tripped from stone to stone  

across the shallow streemlet.     
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There is one spelling error in each sentence. Write the correct form of the word in the 
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Johnny Reed was a little boy who never had seen a  

snowstorme till he was six years old.   
 
Before this, he had lived in a warm country, where  

the sun shines down on beautiful orange groves,  

and feilds always sweet with flowers.   
 
 
But now he had come to visit his granmother, who  

lived where the snow falls in winter.   
 
Johnny was standing at the window when the snow  

came don.     
 
 
“O mamma!” he cried, joyfuly, “do come quick, and 

 see these little white birds flying down from heaven.”   
 
“They are not birds, Johnny,” said mamma, smilling.   
 
“Then maybe the little angels are losing their feathers!  

Oh! Do tell me what it is; is it sugar? Let me tase it,”  

said Johnny.   
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There is one spelling error in each sentence. Write the correct form of the word in the 
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It is winter and the cold wind whistels through 

the branches of the trees.    

 
Mr. Brown has done his day’s work, and his  

chileren, Harry and Kate, have come home  

from school.   
 
They learned their lesons well today, and both  

feel happy.   
 
 
Tea is over and Mrs. Brown has put the little 

 siting room in order.   
 
 

Harry and Kate reed a story in a new book. The  

father reads his newspaper, and the mother  

mends Harry’s stockings.   
 
By and by, they will tell one another what they  

have been reading bout, and will have a chat  

over the events of the day. 
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There is one spelling error in each sentence. Type the correct form of the word in the 

space provided. 

 

Long ago the poplar used to hold out its branches  

like oder trees 

 

 

It tried to sea how far it could spread them.     

 
 
Once at sunset an old man came through the  

forrest where the poplar trees lived 

 

 

The threes were going to sleep, and it was growing  

dark.    
 
 
The man held someting under his cloak.    
 
 
It was a pot of gold—the very pot of gold that lyes  

at  the foot of the rainbow.    
 
 
He had stolen it and was looking for some place to  

hide it. A poplar tree stood by the parth.   
 


